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master's degrees. Vary transport methods, routes and timetables. Park in well-lit areas with multiple exits, block unattended vehicles, report unusual activities to local security officials, avoid traveling alone, travel only on busy and well-travelled roads whenever possible, take appropriate security precautions at home during trips, attend
regular threat awareness sessions and hostage survival training, avoid establishing a pattern of assistance , locations, etc., keep a low profile and avoid drawing attention to yourself. Find knowledge of the local situation and consider your surroundings. Be sensitive to the possibility of surveillance. It is the goal of almost all young corpses
entering their first unit in one day to win a marine fleet force pin. Like everything else in the army, the pin is earned through a lot of difficulties and many hours of study. The FMF pin itself has a nice design. It is an extension of the Eagle, the Globe and the Anchor of the Marine Corps, adorned with a wave that crashes on a beach, which
means sand by Iwo Jima. Two cross-rifles are behind the world, symbolizing the rifle ethics that this program is designed to instill in sailors assigned to Marine Corps units. We all salute the powerful FMF pin. Semper Fi (Photo by de Cpl. Rose A. Muth) Before a corpse can proudly wear the badge, each sailor must prove themselves
through a series of written tests and oral tables. These tests are strict, but we've come up with some tips to help you navigate your way by winning the beloved pin. Sailors with the Integrated Ground Combat Task Force listen as their Marine Force corps instruct them about the FMF's knowledge at the unit's task force aid station. (Photo by
Marine Cpl. Paul S. Martinez) Study the manualWhen a sailor enters their first unit, they will receive a thick book full of Marine Corps knowledge that is almost impossible to memorize. It's a good thing you don't have to. The information within the manual is divided into three different sections: the Marine Division (infantry), the Marine
Logistics Group (supply) and the Marine Air Force (pilots and sh*t). Outside the history of the Marine Corps, all you have to study are the sections that apply to you – which is still a sh*tload. Learn by doing For many sailors, it is difficult to sit down, read from a book and keep all the information you need to qualify. Many of us learn better by
doing. Go through the channels necessary to get your hands on a few weapons systems so you can learn the process of dismantling and reassembling. Do so before going before the FMF board. Do you have your Marine contest that you remember as we talked about getting your hands on these weapons systems? No one knows those
suckers better than the Marines who use them every day. Corpsman Billy Knight looks at his Navy Force War specialist pin for Petty Officer Garry Tossing during a ceremony at Camp Leatherneck, Afghanistan. (Photo by Sgt. Justin Shemanski) Board while you're on deployment When you go in front of the board to win the pin, you have
to know everything, inside and out. That said, most sailors don't pass the board for the first time. If you choose to be evaluated, the board will wait for you to know everything you need to know, since you are not on deployment and patrolling daily. If you embark while you are on deployment, you usually stick to the basics – you are under
enough as you are patrolling the backyard of enemies. Secondly, studying for your FMF is an excellent way to pass the time – and gives you a solid goal to achieve before packing and going home. Frankly speaking, being anchored by your Navy brothers is a great way to end a stressful deployment. Apparently, the Russian Navy is
developing a new missile the russian-run Tass state news agency reported on January 8, 2019, citing a source at the military-industrial complex. The weapon in the works is said to be the new Kalibr-M cruise missile, a ship-launched weapon capable of delivering a precision attack with a or nuclear warhead up to 2,800 miles away. That's
about three times the range of U.S. TLAM-C Tomahawk block III cruise missiles. The new missile will be carried by large surface ships and nuclear submarines once it is delivered to the fleet, that is expected to occur before the conclusion of the state weapons program in 2027.The Kalibr-M, with a warhead weighing a metric ton, is said to
be larger than the Kalibr missiles currently in service, which are suspected to have a range of approximately 2,000 km (approximately 1,200 miles). U.S. Block III Tomahawk cruise missile. (Photo by U.S. Navy) Although state media, citing its unnamed source, reported that the Russian defense ministry is funding the development of the
weapon, Russia has not officially confirmed that the navy is working on the new Kalibr-M cruise missile. Senior U.S. defense officials have previously expressed concern about existing Kalibr missiles, pointing in particular to the range of the weapon. You know, Russia is not 10 feet tall, but they have capabilities that keep me vigilant,
worried, said ADM. James Foggo III, commander of U.S. Naval Forces Europe, told reporters at the Pentagon in October 2018. They are firing the Kalibr missile, a very capable missile, he explained. It has a range that, if launched from any of the seas of Europe, ... capital cities in Europe. That's a concern for me, and it's a concern for my
NATO partners and friends. The Kalibr missile, around the 1990s, made its combat debut in attacks on Syria in 2015.Russia is, according to a recent report from the Washington Free Beacon, planning to deploy these long-range precision attack cruise missiles on warships and submarines for Atlantic Ocean patrols. Featured image of
Brian Burnell, CC-BY-SA-3.0.This article originally appeared on Business Insider. Follow @BusinessInsider on Twitter. It is not uncommon for troops who invaded an enemy position to take a photo with a captured enemy flag. It is so common for them to take this banner home as a souvenir. There are much worse things to remove from
the battlefield. U.S. troops have been raising flags since the republic was founded. So why are these World War II veterans waving captured Japanese flags? The importance of the standard of a unit dates back to antiquity. Roman legions carried standards that took an almost divine quality, representing the Legion, the Emperor, and even
the Gods themselves. They would take extraordinary measures to restore a captured standard, even invading neighboring countries decades after losing standards only to recover them. The they had a similar tradition with their Yosegaki Hinomaru. The hinomaru was a blank flag carried by each japanese soldier drafted. It was signed by
everyone in his life; mother, father, sisters, brothers, neighbours, teachers, wives and It was a charm of good luck that wished bravery and a safe return home to the carrier. The Japanese troops then went to war, the flag folded and hid somewhere in their person. These are generally the flags that were captured by U.S. troops during

World War II. Because no one likes to take pictures with the flags of their fallen enemies like U.S. troops. Read: These 13 Photos of U.S. Troops With Enemy Flags Show Some Traditions That Never Die U.S. Marines With a Yosegaki Hinomaru After the Battle of Iwo Jima.But American troops had no idea that these flags were the
personal guards of fallen individuals and not the unitary flags carried by the Japanese military. Now that the men who captured these battlefield trophies are aging and dying, the flags are being sold or thrown completely, but there is a better way to handle these pieces of history: to return them. And that's what World War II veterans and
their families are doing. Through the international nonprofit Obon Society, families and veterans who still own a captured Hinomaru yosegaki are tracking Japanese veterans and families of Japanese pacific war veterans to return family heirs and help aging veterans heal their decades-old invisible wounds. If there is any doubt about the
power of these standards, even to this day, just look below how a Japanese man reacts to seeing his missing brother's yosegaki hinomaru. There are no better enemies than the American and Japanese veterans of World War II. In the years that followed, the U.S. and Japan became increasingly close as allies and as people. Despite the
overwhelming brutality of the war, the long-lasting friendships that developed in recent years have been a testament to the idea that peace is always possible, even in the face of such a tough struggle. The only thing left is to handle the losses incurred along the way - brothers, fathers, children and friends. Groups such as the Obon
Society and its team of researchers make it easy to begin to heal the pain that remains between families and friends who lost loved ones in the war. If you or your abandoned veterans have a flag like the ones seen in the photos above, contact the Obon Society to return the flag to your family and maybe even contact them. Every day,
service members go to their staff office to collect the most important document they will ever have, second only to their birth certificate: a DD-214. But, before they can get this beloved document, must obtain signatures on a payment sheet, officially eliminating debt of any kind, including due gear or monetary debt. Unfortunately, some
troops may not have had the most positive experience serving and running through the payment process, jumping or stepping on essentials to quickly exit the door. It happens more often than you'd think. These service members became veteran veterans regret not taking the time to navigate through the process correctly. Since going
back in time is impossible, we have created a list of things that should not be skipped in the hope that the next generation of veterans are not in a world of evil. True story. Related: 8 Things Vets Learn While Transitioning Out of the Army Here are the six steps that troops don't have to jump before leaving the army. 6. Hit dental until the
day you leave, the military pay for all your medical expenses. Therefore, do not jump when getting all these full cavities or teeth properly cleaned before leaving. That sh*t gets expensive in the real world. Our advice, make every medical appointment possible before leaving. (Source: Wikipedia Commons) 5. Attending TAPS The term is
really TAP, but most service members add the S for some reason. Anyway, the term means, Transition Assistance Program. This is where service members gather the tools to help with their transition out of the military. Some branches require doing this course, while others only recommend it. Each service member must take advantage.
4. Talking openly about future plans with others A lot of troops coming out don't have a realistic path to their future, they don't like to talk about it. The problem with not talking to others about your plans is, you never know what opportunities or ideas can arise from a simple conversation. So, if you're scared of your voice! 3. Update your
medical history Every medical meeting in which you have been involved must be documented. From that simpler cold you had three years ago to this fractured bone you sustained while working on the flight deck - you should be on your record. Never expect medical staff to correctly update your history after a meeting. 2. Get your square
education if you plan to go straight to school when you leave, then hopefully it has already been accepted. Collect all your training documents and school documents from your office's educational archive. You can also save a lot of time avoiding classes you don't need if you have this square sh*t ahead of time. Also, the government is
paying to go to school, but don't expect the first paycheck to be perfect - get ready for it to be late. Also read: 5 novice mistakes make right after boot camp 1. Filing your legitimate disability claims Remember when we talked about getting your medical records up to date? You will receive a percentage of disability sh*tty your first time
anyway, but having your medical history looking flawless will help your case by getting that much earned money – and we like the money! We suggest that a Veteran Service Office fill out forms that you do not understand. Liberty Suppressors has launched a new silencer for those of you who want to go big and do it And when we say
great, we mean it. Presentation of the Goliath for .458 SOCOM. The Goliath was probably named for Gath's philistine, although it could be the nickname of someone of chubbybunnie.com. Valued for supersonic ammunition, it's meant to suppress the noise you make when you'd normally be going strong with the modern descendant of the
old Trapdoor Springfield bullet. It is 10 inches long, 2 inches in diameter, and built with a titanium core and tube. He is dressed at just 20 ounces. Liberty Cans' multi-cal family. (Photo: Liberty Cans) Freedom says the goliath meters in a ... only 132.2 [decibels] (including First Round Pop) providing an average sound reduction of more than
21 [decibels]. We haven't tried it ourselves - at least not yet - but since we're fans of round .458 and the suppressed shot, we think it's worth one more look. Freedom sez, and we quote, The Goliath is not for the weak of the heart! Created for the powerful 458 SOCOM, this silencer not only rises the size of its name, but also the size of its
caliber. But I don't think this giant is a clumsy oaf. With a final cap and core made of Grade 5 titanium and a tube made of Grade 9 titanium, the Goliath is a heavy hitter in a featherweight class. This weight saving really comes into play when you climb to the end of a pig hunter rifle of choice. Taming both the noise and the back of the 458
cartridge, the Goliath keeps you after the game all night, rather than home early with tired shoulders and ears. When it comes to 458 SOCOM, it's worth having a giant on your side. We all salute Goliath. (Liberty Cans) MSRP on the Goliath (the silencer, not anyone else in Chubby Bunnie) is $999. Liberty Suppressors is a family business
based in the state of Peach, the last of the thirteen original colonies. They are known for their work with monolithic core silencers, offering .22LR caliber CES to .300 Ultra Mag. You can find them online at libertycans.net, if you're so inclined. You can see a great liberty cans gear porn flick here. These are the specifications (you are
welcome): Goliath .458 SOCOM: 450gr Sub-Sonic in an 11 in. AR-15, Baseline without repressing 163.1dB. Shot deleted 1, 137.3 db. Shot 2, 130.5 dB; Shot 3 131.5 dB, Shot 4 130.6 dB, and Feature 5 is 130.9dB. Caliber: 458 LENGTH SOCOM: 10 Diameter: 2 Material: Titanium tube, core, and rear lid / Stainless steel thread Insert
weight: 20 OZ. Approx.DB General: 132.2 dB (including First Round Pop) Approx.DB Reduction: 31 - 33 dB Finishing: C-Series Cerakote Assembly type: Direct thread, 5/8-24 and 5/8-32 Inserts included This time of year again: Memorial Day weekend. A solemn moment for the troops to reflect on those we have lost along the way and for
our civilian friends and family to join us in honor of our fallen. Now, no they only take the weekend to relax and barbecue as summer officially begins. It would be hard to find a single fallen troop that would want to take away someone's enjoyment. Waking up the grill and enjoying friends and family is a big part of the American way of life
we've struggled for - and some paid the ultimate price for. My gripe is with the full oxymoron that is the phrase, have a happy Memorial Day. It's extremely uncomfortable in context. Like, even if someone was an open bar person in my wake, happy and memorial just doesn't mesh. So, I leave you with this ... Have a good Memorial Day
weekend, but you decide to spend it. Place flags in the cemetery of your local veterans. Crack open an extra cold for a fallen comrade. Set up the barbecue and tell the kids about the good times you had with your friend that you didn't do it back. If we're being honest with ourselves, we would all have wanted us to do well in his honor. Yes,
this was not your typical opener where I practice my stand-up, but I have the feeling that I am not the only one who has caught the expression. Also, here's a spoiler alert. We joke about the latest episode of Game of Thrones in the final meme. In any case, here are some memes: (Meme via Team Non-Rec) (Meme via Victor Alpha
Clothing) (Meme via Coast Guard Memes) (Meme via Disgruntled Vets) (Meme via Untied Status Marin Crops) (Meme via Military Meme) (Meme via Army as F*ck) (Meme via Decelerate Your Life) (Meme via Air Force amn/nco/snco) (Meme through Air Force One Humor) (Meme through weapons of destruction meme) It's easy to forget
that, even in the middle of World War II, the army's administrative requirements continued. The officers were quickly moved between billets, the units were scurred or withdrawn from operational plans, and the leaders had to be re-taxed often. So perhaps it's no surprise that even men like Lieutenant General George S. Patton had to take
ass breaks in order to value other legends like Lt. Gen. Omar Bradley. Lieutenant General Omar Bradley poses with actor Marlene Dietrich during a tour of the United States during World War II. (U.S. Army) The September 1943 Efficiency Report is remarkably brief. At the time, the Army did not have such a strict form for evaluation
reports. It's basically a two-page memorandum with only a couple of hundred words of text. But Bradley had helped make 1943 a great year for the Army. He spent much of the year without problems on the north African front. And, after the defeat of the Second Corps at the Battle of Kasserine Pass, he pushed for a body check and later
took command of Patton. It was Bradley who led the corps during the invasion of Sicily.Patton and Eisenhower both wanted Bradley for their own commands, so it's probably no surprise that he would receive a good rating from Patton. Patton. Generals George S. Patton and Omar Bradley speak with General Dwight D. Eisenhower in
Bastogne, Belgium, in 1944. (U.S. Army) And indeed, when Patton qualified Bradley on September 12, 1943, he said Bradley was Superior to the manner of performance, physical activity, physical endurance and knowledge of his profession. Four for four at the time. Bradley was commander of the corps and Patton recommended him to
command an army. But Patton's most impressive approval came to question 10 Of all the general officers of your degree personally known to you, what number would you give you on this list and how many understand your list? Patton answered No. I know all of them. The Army gets pretty small on top, after all. Lieutenants General
George S. Patton and Omar Bradley speak with General Dwight D. Eisenhower in Bastogne, Belgium, in 1944. There are an amazing number of photos of these three together. (U.S. Army) General Dwight D. Eisenhower, the North African Theater of Operations, United States Army, commander at the time, agreed with the report. Thanks
in part to the brief but strong recommendations of Patton and Eisenhower, Bradley received U.S. command. First army in time to command it against the beaches of Utah and Omaha and then the breakup in the rest of France. Despite some mistakes, he would take command of an Army Group and take the first major successes of the
Battle of the Bulbs. He was a four-star general before the war ended and would later rise to lead the Veterans Administration and serve as Army Chief of Staff. He was the last person to be promoted to the Army General, a five-star rank of the army. The entire September 1943 assessment of him by Patton and Eisenhower is available
below: (U.S. Army Heritage and Education Center) Pecker checker, silver bullet bandit, and devil doc are just some of the nicknames used to describe their platoon doctor or corpse. Most people can't stomach the idea of sticking a thermometer to someone's to get a central temperature, but that's one of the many responsibilities of being a
Doc. Related: 6 things I didn't know about the sick call So, take a look at these five reasons why you should have enlisted as doc. 5. Scatter the load of your computer When you are serving in a grunt unit, you will need to bring a mobile ER to your back, including all the staples, such as intel solution, tons of pressure dressings and splints.
Since the team wants your doctor to be as mobile as possible, we commonly get our brothers bring some of the extra heavy stuff and situation. In this way, we can transport the most critical sh*t, such as Rip It tired and additional packs of fumes. Thanks for bringing all this, brother. Leave Leave know if you want a sip of this delicious
energy drink. 4. The power of negotiation Good doctors are often given a lot of power, and they should remember to use these advantages carefully. We normally get the power to give our sick troops in quarter slips and forms of light duty from our top command. This power gives us leverage to get other troops to do sh*t for us, such as
taking my next duty or taking our packages on a platoon hike. It's a big commitment, low. 3. No one (outside your team) can f*ck with you Team members are going to hit anyone because they don't want anything to happen to your doctor. However, if you want your boys to come to your aid, you have to be good at your job or you're f*cked
and back to base with a blue eye. It just wasn't your day. (Image via GIPHY) 2. You get the best of both worlds This section is for the Marine Corps stationed on the Greenside. After earning the respect of your peers, you can find ways to distance yourself from activities you don't want to do (hiking), and then volunteer for things you find
interesting (kicking in the door of the bad guys in Afghanistan). Most of the time, we can get out of shit activities saying, Sergeant, I have to run to the battalion aid station for a few. It can be so simple. Also read: 6 things corpses should know before going to 'Greenside' 1. The safety vehicle Do you remember before when I told you that
you could find ways to distance yourself from the excursions? The best way to do this is to pull the security vehicle service and drive comfortably while watching others crawl down the mountain side in a full combat load. The downside? If you need to crawl down a mountain side in Afghanistan and you've skipped all the excursions, you're
probably not conditioned enough. You don't want to fall off any hike while on a combat deployment. Bonus: You get to save lives! There's nothing better than that. This combat doctor begins an I.V. on a soldier during training. (Wikipedia Commons image) In a clear message to Russian forces, three U.S. B-2 Spirit stealth bombers flew
extended luck over the Arctic Circle for the first time on September 5, 2019, the Air Force's 509th Bomber Air Force Flight Confirmed to Insider. This familiarization was the first mission of the B-2 so far north of the European theater, according to a Facebook post of the United States Air Force in Europe and the Air Force of Africa. Details
about luck over the Norwegian Sea are scarce, but the planes involved completed an overnight refuelling over the Arctic Circle as part of the of Bomber Tasks of Europe. In March, Norway accused Russia of jamming its GPS systems and interfering with encrypted communications systems. Training outside the U.S. allows air crew and
aviation to familiarize themselves with other theaters and airspace, and improves endure and the relationships needed to address a wide range of global challenges, said U.S. Air Force spokesman Christopher Bowyer-Meeder in Insider. A B-2 spirit assigned to Whiteman AFB, Missouri, is approaching receiving fuel from a KC-135
Stratotanker assigned to RAF Mildenhall over the Norwegian Sea, September 5, 2019. (Photo by U.S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Jordan Castelan) The B-2s are part of the 509th Bomb Room at Whiteman Air Force Base in Missouri. They are deployed to royal air force base Fairford near Gloucestershire, England, where last month they flew with
non-US F-35s for the first time. RAF Fairford is the location of forward operations for the US Air Force in European bombers. Four KC-135 Stratotanker aircraft from the 100th Air Refuelling Air Refuelling Unit at RAF Mildenhall joined the B-2 on the mission over the Norwegian Sea.A spokesman for the 509th Bombing Ala told Insider that
no other NATO aircraft was involved in the mission, and the bombers had no ammunition on board. A B-2 spirit assigned to Whiteman AFB, Missouri, is approaching receiving fuel from a KC-135 Stratotanker assigned to RAF Mildenhall over the Norwegian Sea, September 5, 2019. (Photo by U.S. Air Force Staff Sgt. Jordan Castelan) Last
month, the B-2 also made its first visit to Iceland, establishing the Air Force's presence in a region that Russia considers its dominance. Iceland's Keflavik air base was established during the Cold War as a deterrent for the Soviet Union, and the brief shutdown of the B-2 demonstrated its ability to operate in cold weather conditions. In the
past year, U.S. forces have completed several missions in the region to deter Russian aggression against NATO allies, including B-52 training near the Crimean peninsula, which Russia took by force in 2014. This aggression initiated the European Terraterrance Initiative to ensure a quick reaction to threats and assure NATO allies of the
U.S. commitment to defense. This article originally appeared on Business Insider. Follow @BusinessInsider on Twitter. In 1942, shortly after Nazi Germany invaded the Soviet Union, Soviet pilot S. Kuzniecov returned to the base of a reconnaissance mission over Nazi-occupied Russia. When he flew over Kalinin (present-day Tver), he
was ambushed by German Messerschmidt fighters. He was shot down and forced to crash to the ground on his Iluyshin Il-2. A profile post written by Witold Liss of the Il-2 combat registry describes what happened next. One of the German pilots landed on a nearby flat strip to collect memories of his prey and kill the Soviet pilot if he was
still alive. But he was no longer in the cockpit of the downed fighter. He hid in the nearby wooden line waiting for the enemy pilot. Soviet Il-2 over Berlin in 1945. Previous models were single-seat aircraft. As soon as the German approached Kuzniecov's Il-2, Kuzniecov made a crazy script waiting for Messerschmidt. He took off and headed
home. But his problems didn't end there. Soviet pilots did not kindly bring German ME-109 fighters to their air bases. The Russian managed to survive being shot down by the Nazis and nearly died trying to avoid being shot down by his comrades. He survived and was later awarded the title hero of the Soviet Union, the highest honor the
USSR could bestow on its wrestling men and women. Kuzniecov was ignited by anti-aircraft fire over Poland in 1944. He managed to land his new Il-2 on a wheel landing, but what happened to him after leaving the cockpit is unknown to this day. Ilyushin Il-2 fighters at the Battle of Kursk. When the Il-2 first appeared, it was called the
Flying Infantry by the Red Army, as beloved by ground troops as the A-10 is for today's Americans. When given an inspection and a test flight, American Ace Eddie Rickenbacker named it the best aircraft of its kind in the world and the Beast from the East. It was at the height of the hype as perhaps the most important Soviet air structure
of World War II. Why would an army provide ammunition to its enemy? So they would use it, of course. The United States wanted the North Vietnamese to use the ammunition they provided because they would remove the weapon (and perhaps even the person) using it. There was no unconventional war like the one that played behind
the scenes of the greatest war in Vietnam. A small aspect of that hidden war was Project Eldest Son, a plan that would remove the enemy's individual infantry rifles using their own ammunition. Soldiers of the Viet Cong. Was conducted by a U.S. military entity called the Study and Observations Group, the Special Forces unit that was
behind many of the major secret missions and operations within Vietnam's Military Assistance Command. The unit was in many of the main battles and offensives of the war, including the Tet Offensive and the Easter Offensive. But the Big Son Project was different. It was a slow burn, a subtle influx of materiel into the enemy's supply
tanks and ammunition, with a marked difference - which would not be shown until it was too late. Soldiers of the north Vietnamese army regular. Starting in 1967, the United States and MACV-SOG began sending communist forces throughout the area with ammunition for the AK-47, machine guns and even mortars. They all seemed
ordinary, but they didn't work like any ordinary ammunition - and they weren't just duds, either. These rounds were filled with high explosives, enough not only to fire the projectiles, but enough to destroy the weapon and seriously injure the shooter. In mortar rounds, the explosives together could kill an entire mortar crew. After a while, the
United States hoped that vietnamese communists would be afraid to use their own weapons and ammunition. Kill the it was a good side effect, but the SOG needed some of them to survive. For two years, special operators across Vietnam would capture ammunition and supply centers, infuse cases of ammunition with defective
ammunition and then let it end up back in the hands of the enemy. Like apparently everything in Vietnam, you never knew what might get stuck. Finally, the SOG should warn U.S. troops against using communist weapons and ammunition on the new defective M-16 to prevent explosives from killing friendly. The program only ended
because it was leaked to the media in the West, but still, the effectiveness of the program was never fully known. While the United States has let its short-range air defense systems decline since the end of the Cold War, Russia has been very active in strengthening its own. Of course, this is partly explained by the different situations faced
by the two countries. An A-10C Thunderbolt II assigned to the 75th Fighter Squadron performs a low-angle strafe using its 30 mm GAU-8 rotary cannon. Aircraft such as the A-10 usually operate unhinged on the battlefields, for the benefit of U.S. troops. (Photo by U.S. Air Force senior grandfather Chris Drzazgowski) In general, the United
States controls the sky on the battlefield, often to the detriment of the gear that the Russians have sold to countries such as Iraq, Libya and Yugoslavia. This makes other countries that either bought or licensed Russian designs nervous. Therefore, Russia has been working hard to reach more effective defenses, especially for battlefield
forces such as tank and infantry divisions. The last in this series is a system called Pantsir. It is an advanced self-propelled combined missile system that is used in 8×8 trucks. In these trucks there are 12 SA-22 Greyhound surface-to-air missiles and a pair of 30 mm cannons. This is a higher capability than the previous state-of-the-art
Russian tactical defense system, the 2S6 Tunguska, which had eight SA-19 Grison missiles and two 30 mm cannons in a tracked vehicle. To put it bluntly, one of these truck-mounted systems has enough missiles to kill an entire Squadron of the Navy or navy of the F/A-18 Hornets. The heart of Pantsir: 12 SA-22 Greyhound missiles and
two 30mm cannons. (Wikimedia Commons photo form) The SA-22 Greyhound missiles have a maximum range of just over 11 miles, according to GlobalSecurity.org, but Deagel.com reports that an advanced version of this missile could have a range of nearly 25 miles - well above many precision-guided bombs in the American inventory.
What is scary is that Russia is already exporting this advanced air defense system. So far, buyers have included United Arab Emirates, Iraq and, ominously, Syria. In short, U.S. fighter jets could very well be facing a Russian truck that could take them out of the sky The U.S. Navy has confirmed videos showing pilots confused by it
mysterious flying objects over the US contained what it considers UFO, after years of speculation since its release. Joseph Gradisher, the Navy's spokesman for the deputy chief of naval operations for information warfare, confirmed that the Navy considered the objects in the videos unidentified. The Navy designates the objects contained
in these videos as unidentified aerial phenomena, it said in a statement to The Black Vault, an archive of government documents managed by civilians. He later also gave the statement to news outlet Vice.The term UFOs, which means unidentified flying objects, is now used less frequently by officials, who have instead adopted the term
unidentified aerial phenomena, or UAP. Another image from a video showing a UFO filmed near San Diego in 2004. (Department of Defense) Neither the term UFO nor UAP means that the unknown object is considered extraterrestrial, and many of these sightings end up having logical and earthly explanations. Gradisher also said the
videos were never clarified for public release. The Navy has not released the videos to the general public, said Susan Gough, a Pentagon spokeswoman, previously told The Black Vault that the videos were never officially released to the general public by the DOD and should still be withheld. Gradisher told Vice the Navy considers the
phenomena contained/represented in these three videos as unidentified. He told The Black Vault: 'The Navy has not publicly published characterizations or descriptions, nor has it published any assumptions or conclusions regarding the objects contained in the referenced videos. Defense Department videos show pilots confused by what
they're watching. In one video, a pilot said: 'What's that? According to The Black Vault, Gradisher said the videos were shot in 2004 and 2015. The New York Times also reported that one of the videos was from 2004.You can see the 2004 video here: FLIR1: Official UAP Footage from the USG for Public Releasewww.youtube.com I very
much expected that when the U.S. military targeted the videos, they would match the language we see in official documents that have now been released, and label them as drones or balloons, said John Greenwald, the commissioner of The Black Vault. However, they did not. They appeared on the record claiming that the phenomena
depicted in these videos are unidentified. This really made me surprised, intrigued, excited, and motivated to push harder for the truth. One of the videos was shared by The New York Times in December 2017, when a commander who spotted the object on a training mission told the outlet it accelerated like nothing I've seen. The Times
spoke to more pilots, who detected objects in the and 2015, this year. One of the pilots said to the outlet: These things out there all day. These pilots, many of whom were part of a Navy flight squadron known as the Red Rippers, reported the sightings to the Pentagon and Congress, The Times reported. The pilots said the objects could
accelerate, stop and rotate in ways that went beyond known aerospace technology, The Times added. They said they were convinced the objects were not part of a secret military project as a classified drone program. An F/A-18F Super Hornet takes off from the USS Harry S. Truman in the North Atlantic in September 2018. The Red
Rippers crew said they saw mysterious objects while flying. (Photo by U.S. Navy for 3rd Class Mass Communication Specialist Kaysee Lohmann) Navy pilots informed their superiors that the objects did not have visible engine or infrared exhaust plumes, but that they could reach 30,000 feet and hypersonic speeds, the Times report said.
The hypersonic speed is more than 3,800 mph - five times the speed of sound. The 2004 video and one of the 2015 videos were also shared by The To Stars Academy, a UFO research group co-founded by Tom deLonge of rock band Blink-182, in December 2017. The group released a third Defense Department video in 2018 that
Gradisher told The Black Vault that was filmed on the same day as the other video from 2015. The group hints at non-earthly origins of the videos, stating that they demonstrate flight characteristics of advanced technologies unlike everything we currently know, understand or can duplicate with current technologies. Gradisher, the Navy
representative, told Vice the Navy changed its policy in 2018 to make it easier for the crew to report unexplained sightings, as there were so many reports of unauthorized and/or unidentified aircraft entering various military-controlled training ranges and designated airspace. Why don't scientists freak out about UFO
Videoswww.youtube.com Navy and USAF take these reports very seriously and investigate each and every report, he said. Scientists told The Times they were skeptical that these videos showed something extraterrestrial. US President Donald Trump said in June 2019 that he had been informed about the fact that Navy pilots were
reporting an increase in UFO sightings. And a Republican on the House Homeland Security Committee is accusing the Navy of withholding information about such sightings. Representative Mark Walker told Politico in June 2019 that there was frustration with the lack of answers to specific questions about the threat that superior aircraft
flying in U.S. airspace may pose. This article was originally in Business Insider. Follow @BusinessInsider on Twitter. Twitter. Twitter.
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